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Vogue on a Shroom Trip
By Stefany Turrado / 12 Mar 2013 / 1 Comment

We all create our own realities. We chat about the occurrences in our day to friends, sometimes they
listen, sometimes they just pretend to be listening, muttering “mhmm” at the end of your sentences.
Sometimes we take notice and over-embellish our mundane stories with the occasional fib to create a
more interesting “reality.” Were David Lynch recounting our lives on screen, said scenario would not be a
problem. Viewers may not be entirely aware of what these realities may be but they sure as hell would be
captivated.
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Filipa Sottomayor creates her realities by embellishing her personal truths on canvas. The Lisborn native
artist dedicates her life to creating striking collages narrating the episodes of her daily life in a highly
imaginative form. Sottomayor’s mixed media collages verve beyond the realm of reality into her surreal
subconscious, impossible to decode but irresistibly intriguing. She creates what she says she “feels in her
soul.” Her mythical images are filled with parahuman figures, abstracted proportions, hidden meaning and
female identity.

Images like “Ponta por onde se pegue” and “Lua Cheia,” all of her images in fact, are dominated by
female figures, clear statements of Sottomayor’s personal identity. Her collages are distinct anecdotes of
her life projected through a mishmash of clippings with a highly editorial feel— created by the presence
of idealized, accessorized, female bodies, no doubt— but it is Sottomayor’s hallucinogen quality that
separates her anecdotes from the typical editorial images her clippings originated from. The magazine
pages with the hot gal wearing the hot shoes on a hot car with the hot man: most of the time not a reality,
nevertheless, we imagine them to be, we alter those images in our minds, in our hallucinations.
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1. 
Erika Lopez says:
March 13, 2013 at 5:24 PM ·

I believe that art should be provocative and thus useful. These collages speak to our everyday
actions and make us reexamine them. Thanks for truly expressing what art is about, Stefany
Turrado, in a simple and irreverent way.
-Erika
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ART NOUVEAU is the proven voice of the contemporary independent artist. We reach artistic trend
creators, gallerists and art collectors with a point of view that can be described only as new. 
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Issue #9: SKIN
Get your hands on both covers of the "SKIN" issue featuring Chester French and Kevin Michael on the

cover.
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Deep Inside of Leo Eguiarte’s Parallel Universe

“Lionel on Vinyl” and other works from Kristin Farr

Looking Back to Move Forward–15 Minutes with Tokio Aoyama on the Ancient Future

SnapTrakks

#ElectricSoulOnTap, Vina Mills wants to Love Em So Good…

‘Cause I does what I does: #TheRapture On Moments of Clarity between the funk and Fiona
Apple’s “Every Single Night”

Dear Summer, NAIRA’s Looking Forward to Fearless and Fun Experiences
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Creative Direction by GREATeclectic
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